has 13 voyages scheduled.
From the German research vessel Polarstern, around 50 marine biologists from 14 countries used various approaches, including a remotely operated vehicle equipped with a camera, to scour the depths and trawl for samples. They surveyed an area of seabed roughly the size of Jamaica beneath what used to be the Larsen A and B ice shelves, to a depth of 850 metres.
The biologists had two main aims: to discover what kinds of creatures live beneath ice shelves, and to track what happens to those communities once the ice disappears. Unexpected inhabitants of the relatively shallow waters were species more commonly found at greater depth.
"We found a species of sea urchin that has previously been found only at depths of 2,000 to 3,000 metres off Peru," says Gauthier Chappelle, the expedition's outreach officer and a biologist at the Brussels-based International Polar Foundation. Presumably, such species are better able to adapt to conditions where resources are scarce, as they would have been under the ice.
Another find was juvenile forms of glass sponges in the Larsen A region; the Larsen A ice shelf collapsed 12 years ago, whereas the Larsen B region opened up only 5 years ago. Glass sponges take hundreds of years to mature into adults, but are key members of Antarctic marine ecosystems, 
UK report calls for change to stem-cell rules
British politicians have criticized their government for proposing a ban on the creation of 'chimaeric' embryos, made from human DNA inserted into an animal egg.
The Select Committee on Science and Technology, which is drawn from all the major parties, released a report on 5 April calling for a 'permissive' set of rules to be put in place that would allow the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority more freedom to adjudicate on the scientific merit of new embryological procedures.
The committee hopes the government will change the rules when it releases a draft bill next month. Only that would end the limbo for researchers at King's College London and the University of Newcastle, both of which have applied for licences to create chimaeric embryos to generate human stem-cell lines.
University decides not to investigate smoking study Late last month, UCLA officials reviewed concerns raised by the American Cancer Society about Enstrom's article, and decided that the allegations were not worth a formal inquiry or investigation.
Pictures of clouds reveal a Venus in twirls
Images beamed back from Venus are revealing complex cloud features above the planet that seem to vary from equator to pole.
In this picture, clouds near the Alpha Regio area -close to the planet's equator -show turbulent eddies, possibly caused by local convection set up by daytime heating from the Sun's rays. At higher latitudes, venusian clouds spread out into streaky bands, powered by the winds that zip around the planet in just four days.
The latest images were generated by a spectrometer on board the European Space Agency's Venus Express spacecraft, which has been probing the planet since it arrived there a year ago.
Correction
In our News story "Letting the light in on Antarctic ecosystems" (Nature 446, 9; 2007), the credit for the photo of the sea spider was inadvertently omitted. The picture should have been credited to P. J. López, University of Seville/ Climant-Ecoantha.
The creation of human stem-cell lines from 'chimaeric' embryos is controversial.
